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Note: The pie chart shows the ratio to consolidated net sales of ¥229,095 million for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2006.
In addition to the four categories of sales shown, 14.9% was accounted for by sales of parts and repairs.

Makita Product Lineup

This category includes large-scale woodworking. 
Stationary woodworking machines have specialized 
applications that include smoothing the finishing 
of surfaces, cutting angles on large pillars, and 
processing joining components.

These power tools have a wide range of applications. 
General-purpose tools can be used for woodwork 
and metalwork as well as with stonework. This 
category also includes power tools that are designed 
and used for drilling, breaking, and surface prepara-
tion of concrete and other stone-related materials.

Product Name Principal Application                  

Driver Drill Fastening screws and boring holes

Impact Driver Powerful and fast driving of fasteners into both
wood and metal

Grinder Grinding, cutting, and surface preparation of various 
materials, including ferrous and nonferrous metals as 
well as concrete and stone

Rotary Hammer Powerful boring of holes into concrete

Demolition Hammer Breaking and chipping of both concrete and asphalt

Sander Surface finish preparation of wood and metal

Screwdriver Driving and assembly of fasteners for various
construction materials

Cutter Cutting such materials as concrete, stone, and steel

Product Name Principal Application                   

Table Saw Precision cuts in wood and component materials
for building

Planer-Joiner Wood surfacing to specific dimensions

Band Saw Unrestricted cutting of large-sized wood and
other materials

Product Name Principal Application              

Dust Collector Removes dust produced by all types of
construction-related work

Generator Generating electricity where no power sources
are available

Chain Saw Trimming and felling of trees

Brush Cutter Cutting brush and grass

Hedge Trimmer Trimming of hedges and other foliage 

Blower Blows away dust and debris for fast and
efficient cleanup

Cordless Cleaner Simple, quick, and easy cleaning

Portable General-
Purpose Tools

Power tools used for the processing 
of wood. This category includes the 
electric planers with which Makita 
started manufacturing power tools.

Product Name Principal Application                  

Circular Saw Straight cutting of wood and other building materials

Miter Saw, Slide 
Compound Saw

Precision cutting of wood component materials
(including diagonal cuts)

Jig Saw Unrestricted cutting of wood and other materials

Recipro Saw Fast cutting of wood and other construction materials

Planer Smooth finishing of wood surfaces

Router/Trimmer Creating decorative edges, profiles, and
construction joints

Pneumatic Nailer Framing, exterior sheeting and siding, roofing, and interior 
finish nailing

Portable Woodworking
Tools

Stationary Woodworking
Machines

This category includes industrial products 
other than those mentioned previously as 
well as garden-use and household tools.

Other Products

 Share of Net Sales  Share of Net Sales

 Share of Net Sales  Share of Net Sales



Global Net Sales by Region

Forward-Looking Statements
  This report contains forward-looking statements based on Makita’s own projections and estimates. The power tools market, where Makita is mainly active, is subject to the effects of rapid 
shifts in economic conditions, demand for housing, currency exchange rates, changes in competitiveness, and other factors. Due to the risks and uncertainties involved, actual results could 
differ substantially from the content of these statements. Therefore, these statements should not be interpreted as representation that such objectives will be achieved.
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The Americas
Led the industry in 
introducing new products 
with lithium-ion batteries

Stepping up marketing
to professional users

Stepped up promotional 
activities to expand sales 
and worked to enhance 
corporate image
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 BPB180S CORDLESS PORTABLE BAND SAW

 The Orgill Show held in Atlanta, Georgia,
 in August 2005

 A new product announcement event held for
 retail dealers in Chile in July 2005

 Makita’s booth at a trade fair held in
 Guadalajara, Mexico, in September 2005

 BHP451S CORDLESS PERCUSSION DRIVER DRILL
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In Europe, Makita has worked to build 

strong relationships of trust with customers 

by continually launching new products that 

feature high quality and high effectiveness in 

ways tailored to meet customers’ needs and 

by providing customer service that is highly 

evaluated by customers and helps further 

enhance the Company’s brand image. Makita 

is also making special efforts to increase its 

brand presence in Eastern Europe and Russia, 

which have achieved rapid economic growth, 

and in the Middle East, where construction-

related demand is rising against the backdrop 

of surging oil prices.

Operations in
Principal Regions
Europe

Makita has proactively worked to expand 

its operations in Europe. For example, it has 

continually launched appealing new products 

in Western European markets, and, during the 

past several years, it has established 

additional local marketing companies to re-

spond to opportunities arising due to econom-

ic development in Eastern Europe and Russia. 

Fiscal 2006 was a year in which these past 

efforts bore considerable fruit. Makita’s sales 

promotion efforts in Europe have centered on 

the Company’s mainstay hammer products 

and have also been designed to increase 

recognition of its impact driver products, which 

is still low. In the professional user market, 

sales of newly launched large rotary hammer 

products and two-kilogram hammer products 

surged sharply, considerably expanding 

Makita’s market presence. The Company plans 

to further increase customers’ satisfaction 

through additional measures to augment 

after-sales services and increase the sophisti-

cation of systems used to manage inventories 

of maintenance- and repair-use components.

Key Marketing Programs:

• Trade Day Events: During fiscal 2006, 

Trade Day product exhibitions were held at 

five locations in England as well as in such 

countries as Germany and France, with the 

goal of increasing customer awareness of new 

products and strengthening marketing outlets’ 

relationships with customers. These events 

spurred noteworthy rises in customers’ inter-

est in tools powered by lithium-ion batteries, 

woodworking tools, and various other products.

• Hannover Messe 2005: At the Agritech-

nica 2005 event held in Hannover, Germany, in 

November 2005 – which showcased the most 

sophisticated agricultural technologies, tools, 

and equipment – Makita displayed an array 

of products centered on chain saws. These 

products won kudos for their ease of operation 

due to their compactness and lightness.

• International Fair of Woodworking 

Machinery and Tools (FIMMA): The FIM-

MA event held in Valencia, Spain, in November 

2005, showed a wide variety of tools and 

materials related to woodworking. Exhibiting its 

series of tools powered by lithium-ion batteries 

as well as table saws, Makita made special 

efforts to spotlight lithium-ion battery tools.

Building strong relationships
with customers

Increasing brand presence 
in Eastern Europe, Russia, 
and the Middle East

Sales increasing along
with the strengthening
of the euro

Europe & Middle East
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Middle East
Against the backdrop of surging oil prices 

and abundant investment using funds from 

domestic and external sources, oil-exporting 

countries experienced a boom in construction 

of buildings, oil-related facilities, and other 

structures during fiscal 2006. This situation 

increased the size of the region’s market for 

various types of tools. 

As a result of its efforts to build strong ties 

of partnership with customers and progressively 

strengthen its marketing base from a long-term 

perspective, Makita has steadily increased its 

sales in the Middle East. To better respond to a 

recent rapid rise in its sales volume, Makita Gulf 

FZE built a new building in Dubai that houses its 

head office as well as a warehouse facility. 

The building, with approximately 10,000 

square meters of floor space, was completed 

in October 2005. Amid positive conditions 

associated with economic growth, Makita is 

emphasizing efforts to develop relationships 

with new customers. The Company is also 

striving to improve after-sales service through 

such initiatives as the organization of intensive 

product-related training courses for marketing 

staff of marketing agencies in countries where 

Makita does not have a directly managed 

marketing company.

Topics
• Versailles Chateau Party: To com-

memorate the 90th anniversary of its 

founding, Makita organized a special party at 

the Versailles Chateau near Paris in October 

2005. Those attending the party included 

representatives of marketing companies 

and agencies from European countries and 

Russia. The party served as a means for the 

Company to express its appreciation to the 

allies whose collaboration has played a crucial 

role in enabling the expansion of opera-

tions in the European region as well as a 

forum for discussions of still greater 

cooperative efforts.

• New Manufacturing Subsidiary

in Romania: In October 2005, Makita 

announced the establishment of a manufac-

turing subsidiary in Romania, the Company’s 

third such subsidiary in Europe. 

Relatively close to customers in Europe, 

including the smoothly growing markets of 

Eastern Europe and Russia, as well as the 

Middle East, the Romanian factory is expected 

to handle manufacturing operations at a 

lower cost than factories elsewhere, reduce 

shipping costs, and decrease the risks that 

would arise if an excessively large share of 

manufacturing operations were concentrated 

in China. The factory’s construction was begun 

in April 2006, and it is expected to begin operat-

ing in spring 2007. It will initially be capable of 

manufacturing somewhat more than one million 

products annually. 
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 2704 TABLE SAW

 Artist’s conception of Makita’s Romanian   
 factory,  which is expected to begin operating
 in spring 2007

 A gala party at the Versailles Chateau held to
 celebrate the 90th anniversary of Makita’s founding

 HM1810 ELECTRIC BREAKER
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Because the Company offers diverse 

products with outstanding durability and 

quality along with comprehensive after-

sales services, customers are pleased 

to note that purchasing Makita products 

increases their ease of mind. In Asian 

markets where many China-based electric 

power tool manufacturers are active, 

demand is increasing for Makita products 

sold under the MAKTEC brand, which – 

despite their low prices –  are highly 

durable, professional-use products.

Operations in
Principal Regions
Asia

Makita recorded strong performances 

in Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and other 

East Asian markets while also reducing 

the level of East Asian inventories of 

products for export to other markets. In 

such Southeast Asian markets as Malaysia 

and Indonesia, however, economic recovery 

following repeated natural disasters 

– including tsunami and earthquakes 

– did not proceed as smoothly as 

anticipated. Sluggish economic conditions 

in those markets kept the local margins 

of increase in Makita sales small. In the 

Chinese market, low-priced electric power 

tools manufactured by domestic companies 

continued to hold an overwhelming market 

share. In view of this, Makita proactively 

marketed its products – which, along 

with other foreign-brand products, fall 

into the medium-to-premium price range 

– to Chinese users with a relatively strong 

emphasis on quality, such as foreign-based 

companies and public entities. During fiscal 

2006, Makita opened its sixth branch in 

China – in Xian – as well as marketing 

offices in principal cities nationwide. These 

measures are enabling the Company to 

upgrade its after-sales service and thereby 

undertake marketing programs finely

tailored to the special needs of local markets. 

Asia & Oceania
Expansion of manufacturing 
operations in China

Upgrading of after-sales 
service and localizing 
marketing in China

Second brand line shows 
steady growth 
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Oceania
In Oceania, a general fall in housing 

construction starts had a negative impact 

on Makita’s performance, depressing net 

sales in certain markets. In Australia, 

Makita’s measures to consolidate its 

branch network and increase operational 

efficiency led to the reduction of inventory 

levels and the strengthening of the Company’s 

financial position.

Strengthening Manufacturing
Capabilities in China

Makita has steadily expanded the 

scale of its manufacturing operations in 

China, which accounted for almost half 

of the Makita Group’s total unit production 

volume during fiscal 2006. The Company’s 

two manufacturing subsidiaries in Kunshan, 

Jiangsu Province, cooperate closely in 

operations that provide principal finished 

products to marketing subsidiaries 

in countries worldwide. They also 

help augment Makita’s overall 

profitability by serving as 

a base for manufacturing 

components provided to 

other Makita Group factories 

in Japan, the United States, and Europe. 

Construction of a new warehouse at the 

assembly plant of the Kunshan complex 

was begun in January 2005 and completed 

the following August. Moreover, construc-

tion of a second assembly plant at the 

complex was begun in October 2005 

and completed in July 2006. The rise in 

global demand for electric power tools 

and the need to maintain or strengthen 

Makita’s cost-competitiveness are further 

increasing the importance of the Com-

pany’s manufacturing facilities in China. 

Since early 2006, these facilities have 

begun manufacturing products powered by 

lithium-ion batteries, which are expected to 

become the primary type of next-generation 

power tool products.
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 MT240 PORTABLE CUT-OFF

 Makita’s booth at a trade fair held in
 New Zealand in June 2005

 Groundbreaking ceremony for a new warehouse
 at the assembly plant of Makita’s Kunshan
 manufacturing complex in China’s Jiangsu Province

 GA9020 ANGLE GRINDER
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Makita has created growing lines of 

rechargeable power tools incorporat-

ing lithium-ion batteries, centered on 

impact drivers, that have earned kudos 

from customers. These products are the 

pioneering examples of a new generation 

of power tools expected to replace existing 

lines of products with nickel-cadmium or 

nickel metal hydride batteries worldwide. 

During fiscal 2006, Makita marketed 15 

products incorporating lithium-ion batteries, 

and these products made a large contribu-

tion to the expansion of the Company’s 

domestic market share.

Operations in
Principal Regions
Lithium-Ion Battery-Powered 
Products

Compared with nickel metal hydride 

batteries, lithium-ion batteries have greater 

power storage capacity, are lighter, and 

have longer usable life spans. Used in 

conjunction with the Company’s unique 

recharging systems, Makita’s lithium-ion 

battery-powered tools can be used to 

perform considerably more work for 

considerably longer periods between 

recharges. Since the February 2005 launch 

of a lithium-ion battery-powered impact 

driver, which became a huge hit product, 

the Company’s lithium-ion battery-powered 

tool products have rapidly penetrated the 

domestic market. The high level of added 

value offered by these products, as well as 

the increasing variety of such products, is 

steadily increasing customers’ incentives 

to replace their existing tools. 

Air-Powered Tool 
Business

With its January 2006 acquisition of 

the nailer business of Kanematsu-NNK 

Corp., Makita has initiated the full-scale 

development of business marketing 

fastening consumables and air-powered 

tools. Making full use of the capabilities of 

the 113 marketing offices in its domestic 

network, which provide high-quality after-

sales services and undertake marketing 

operations finely tailored to the special 

characteristics of local markets, Makita is 

aiming to expand its share of the domestic 

market for air-powered tools. 

Developing new products 
that apply new technology

Increasing demand for 
high-value-added products 
bringing higher utilization 
of production capacity

As a result of measures to 
strengthen the automatic 
nailer business, sales of 
nailers are contributing
to performance.

Japan
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Thorough After-Sales 
Services

By emphasizing marketing operations 

finely tailored to local needs and proactively 

providing high-quality, after-sales services, 

Makita is seeking to acquire considerable 

market- and user-related information that 

facilitates the development of new 

products that address user needs even 

more accurately. Currently, the Company is 

striving to optimize its systems designed to 

provide services of uniformly high quality 

nationwide, reorganizing marketing systems 

to respond to changes in the distribution 

industry and increase capabilities for 

meeting the needs of large customers and 

home improvement centers, and continually 

drafting regional marketing strategies that 

give due consideration to the special factors 

affecting business in each individual region.

Modification of Okazaki Plant
As part of a project to increase the 

Okazaki Plant’s earthquake resistance, 

which is scheduled to be completed in June 

2007, Makita has constructed a new press 

process and manufacturing building at 

that plant. This structure was completed in 

February 2006. By taking the opportunity 

to renovate the plant’s layout offered by 

the earthquake resistance reinforcement 

project, the Company has renovated the 

plant’s layout in a manner that will facilitate 

more-efficient manufacturing processes.

Topics
In June 2005, as a part of measures 

taken to commemorate the 90th anniversary 

of its founding, Makita invited representatives 

of leading marketing outlets throughout 

Japan to attend the EXPO 2005 AICHI, 

JAPAN event held in a Nagoya suburb and 

visit the nearby Okazaki Plant. In addition 

to expressing its appreciation for the daily 

marketing efforts of the invitees, Makita 

took advantage of the anniversary event to 

further strengthen its relationship with the 

marketing outlets to promote additional 

steady sales growth in the future.
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 TP130DRFX CORDLESS 4-MODE IMPACT DRIVER

 A festive party in Nagoya held to celebrate
 the 90th anniversary of Makita’s founding

 AN610H CONSTRUCTION COIL NAILER
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Q: In fiscal 2006, ended March 

31, 2006, Makita attained record 

high levels of net sales and net 

income, just as in the previous 

fiscal year. Net sales surpassed 

the ¥200 billion mark for the 

first time. Could you give us 

your overall appraisal of this 

performance?

A: Our record-breaking sales and 

profitability in fiscal 2006 reflects the 

effects of our launch of attractive new 

products during the year as well as our 

implementation of marketing policies 

emphasizing a high level of responsive-

ness to all kinds of customer needs.

We are extremely pleased to note that 

our fiscal 2006 performance resulted 

from our success in satisfying professional 

power tool users throughout the world 

with both our superior product quality

and our sales and after-sales services.

Consolidated net sales amounted 

to ¥229.1 billion, up 17.6% from fiscal 

2005. Particularly strong were our sales 

in Europe, which rose 20.3% due to the 

strength of local sales as well as the 

appreciation of the euro against the yen, 

and our sales in North America, which 

surged 23.9%, owing to growth in sales 

through home improvement centers.

Profitability in fiscal 2006 was 

positively affected by such factors as 

an approximately ¥8.5 billion gain on a 

business transfer associated with a golf 

course subsidiary that completed civil 

corporate rehabilitation procedures. As a 

result, operating income grew 45.8%, to 

¥45.8 billion, and the operating income 

ratio reached 20.0%, a level considerably 

higher than in fiscal 2005. 

Moreover, while deferred tax assets 

associated with impairment losses 

related to golf course business assets 

during fiscal 2004 were not previously 

recognized, the completion of civil cor-

porate rehabilitation procedures during 

fiscal 2006 and the judgment that 

deferred tax assets could be recovered 

enabled the recognition of tax benefits. 

Consequently, net income in fiscal 2006 

reached ¥40.4 billion, up 82.6%. 

Based on its basic dividend policy of 

maintaining a dividend payout ratio of 

30% or higher, as calculated based on 

the level of net income excluding special 

factors temporarily affecting perform-

ance, Makita paid interim dividends of 

¥19 per share in November 2005 and 

year-end dividends of ¥38 per share in 

June. Thus, cash dividends applicable to 

fiscal 2006 amounted to ¥57 per share, 

up ¥10 from the level of cash dividends 

applicable to fiscal 2005. We are very 

pleased to be able to reward our share-

holders, who have supported Makita’s 

sustained growth.
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Q: While Makita has steadily 

increased its sales in all 

geographic segments, the pace 

of sales growth in the European 

and North American regions 

was particularly rapid in fiscal 

2006. Why was this?

A: Makita’s net sales have expanded 

approximately 46% during the past five 

years, and the contribution to that growth 

from Europe has been large. Europe 

accounted for approximately 40% of 

consolidated net sales in fiscal 2006, 

and our sales in Europe have roughly 

doubled during the past five years. Thus, 

the European region has made the larg-

est contribution to Group sales in recent 

years. Besides the appreciation of the 

euro against the yen, the factors behind

the sustained rise in European sales 

include the high quality of our mainstay 

masonry-related tools, our launch of 

additional masonry-related tool products, 

and our provision of the type of services 

needed to satisfy our dealers and users in 

each country.

Makita’s sales in the North 

America region increased in 

fiscal 2006 for the 

first time in four 

years. This

resurgence reflects our strategic emphasis 

on sales through home improvement 

centers of products powered by lithium-

ion batteries during the Christmas 

shopping season as well as the strong 

popularity of similar products marketed 

through shops focused 

on professional 

users.

Masahiko Goto
President & Representative Director
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Q: Could you tell us a bit more 

about the lithium-ion battery 

products that have been big 

hits in the North American and 

Japanese markets? How are they 

different from previous recharge-

able power tools?

A: Lithium-ion batteries are superior to 

nickel-cadmium, nickel metal hydride, and 

other conventional types of recharge-

able batteries in that they offer greater 

compactness, power, and usable life 

spans. However, they also present some 

challenges, such as the difficulty of 

precisely controlling charging and dis-

charging processes, that have prevented 

their widespread use in the power-tool 

field, where the instantaneous provision 

of large amounts of electric power is a 

requirement. By undertaking cooperative 

development work in collaboration with a 

battery supplier, we have overcome the 

difficult aspects of lithium-ion batteries.

By integrating our newly developed 

batteries with optimal recharging 

systems and a new type of four-pole 

motors, we have been successful in 

commercializing power tools that 

make the most of the benefits of 

rechargeable batteries.

Q: You took measures to 

strengthen your nailer business 

during fiscal 2006. Could you 

explain the current market 

environment and outlook for 

such business?

A: In Japan, the growing use of 

construction methods involving precut 

and prefabricated materials is increasing 

the share of Makita’s sales derived from 

such electric power tools as screwdriv-

ers as well as pneumatic nailers. In this 

and other ways, the structure of domestic 

demand for power tools is undergoing 

noteworthy changes. While Makita 

successfully increased its share of the 

domestic electric power tool market 

during fiscal 2006 through the launch of 

lithium-ion battery products, the Company 

is still lagging behind competitors in the 

nailer market. To rectify this situation, we 

acquired the nailer business of Kane-

matsu-NNK Corp. as of January 1, 2006, 

and have been working to strengthen 

that business. In the future, we intend to 

develop high-value-added nailer products 

and further strengthen our sales and after-

sales service systems for nailer products.

Q: Having already achieved 

an outstanding corporate per-

formance that has increased 

recognition of its product and 

financial strengths, what kind of 

business fields does Makita in-

tend to emphasize in the future?

A: To date, Makita has focused on 

winning and maintaining the top share 

of the world’s professional power tools 

markets by proactively undertaking 

dynamic business operations in each 

segment of that market. In Japan and 
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some other countries, we already 

have the top market share in some 

regions, but we must make additional 

efforts to earn top market shares in 

most countries overseas. Particularly 

overseas, we have to launch highly 

appealing products that satisfy the 

requirements of professional users, 

and we need to make efforts to 

attain and sustain superior sales and 

after-sales service. Also, besides the 

nailer business just mentioned, we 

are allocating additional resources 

to various fields where our business 

base is still relatively weak—such 

as the engine-related tool and 

gardening tool fields—where we will 

work to expand our market shares.

Q: Could you tell us about 

Makita’s performance 

forecast for fiscal 2007? 

Also, do you have any 

additional messages for 

Makita’s stakeholders?

A: In fiscal 2007, we anticipate 

robust sales in Europe and other 

regions, and we, therefore, are 

forecasting a continued rise in 

our consolidated net sales. While 

profitability will be negatively 

affected by skyrocketing oil 

prices and rises in the prices of 

raw materials, Makita is shifting 

manufacturing operations to China 

and taking various other measures 

designed to effectively cut costs 

and thereby offset increases in 

procurement costs. Through these 

and other measures, we will strive to 

maintain stable profit margins.

Makita is relentlessly striving to 

improve its performance by winning 

and maintaining the top shares of 

the world’s professional power tool 

markets, and it is continuing to 

address this task by strengthening 

and expanding its marketing 

systems and taking steps to increase 

the satisfaction of professional 

users, such as measures aimed at 

sustaining a powerful brand image. 

Remaining committed to our basic 

policy for allocating earnings and 

providing an appropriate return to 

shareholders, we look forward to your 

continuing support and cooperation.

August 2006

Masahiko Goto 

President & Representative Director 
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Basic Policy on
Corporate Governance

Makita believes that augmenting its 
internal checking and control functions is 
an important task from the perspective of 
management transparency. In addition to 
strengthening the functions of its Board 
of Directors and Board of Auditors, the 
Company is working to disclose informa-
tion proactively and quickly, in a manner 
that helps increase the fairness and 
transparency of all management actions.
As our shares are listed on NASDAQ, we 
are dynamically endeavoring to upgrade 
our corporate governance systems based 
on the standards of the United States’ 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

Corporate Governance Units

Board of Directors
Makita’s Board of Directors includes 

13 members, of whom one is an outside 
director who has not ever been a Makita 
employee. The Board meets once each 
month and at other times when necessary. 
Based on the management policies approved 
by the Board, the directors determine the 
main goals for each department for each 
fiscal year; then, each inside director 
performs work duties to promote the goals’ 
attainment. At the same time, the Board 
supervises the progress of operational 
execution and business performance.

The Board of Statutory Auditors 
The Board of Statutory Auditors includes 

four statutory auditors, of which two are 
outside statutory auditors and are not 
employees of the Company. Based on the 
management policies approved by the Board 
of Statutory Auditors and in accordance with 
the prearranged apportionment of duties, 

the statutory auditors attend meetings of 
the Board of Directors and other important 
meetings, obtain reports on operations from 
directors and others, examine such important 
documents as those related to proposals, 
and audit the condition of the Company’s 
operations and finances. To strengthen the 
independent financial auditor’s supervisory 
function in conjunction with the Board 
of Statutory Auditors, the Company has 
established its “Policy and Procedures 
Regarding the Prior Approval of Audit and 
Nonaudit Operations,” which requires the 
approval of the Board of Statutory Auditors 
before a legally binding contract for work 
by an independent financial auditor may 
be concluded.

Responsible for Makita’s internal auditing 
processes is the Internal Auditing Office, which 
has a staff of 14. This office has an inde-
pendent organization and conducts internal 
audits whenever needed. To strengthen its 
corporate governance systems, Makita 
is working to clarify information disclosure 
processes and take other measures that 
further increase the accuracy and depend-
ability of disclosed information.

As a means of attaining these goals, 
Makita has established its Disclosure 
Committee, which is composed of the 
managers responsible for each of the 
Company’s departments.

Compliance
Makita has created Ethics Guidelines 

that are designed to serve as action guide-
lines for corporate officers and employees, 
prohibit conflicts of interest, and promote 
such objectives as rigorous compliance with 
relevant laws and regulations and appropri-
ate information disclosure. As one of the 
various measures being taken to promote 
comprehensively rigorous corporate 

ethics and compliance, the Company has 
established internal reporting rules as well 
as a help line. These steps have enabled 
the creation of a system for communicating 
sensitive information within the Company.

Risk Management
System Creation

Having established its Code of Ethics 
and related guidelines as well as its inter-
nal reporting system, Makita is working to 
promote and maintain rigorous compliance 
and high standards of corporate ethics.

Having established its Asset Management 
Guidelines and Currency Exchange Market 
Fluctuation Risk Management Guidelines, 
which cover all foreign currency-denominated 
transactions, Makita is endeavoring to 
ensure the safety of its asset management 
transactions and to avoid risks associated 
with fluctuations in currency exchange rates 
and with other types of price fluctuations.

In the case of a major accident related 
to products manufactured or handled 
by Makita, the Company’s Major Claim 
Investigation Committee will investigate 
the causes, consider countermeasures, 
deliberate on such matters as a means of 
information dissemination and reporting 
to involved parties, and otherwise quickly 
resolve related problems.

In addition to establishing Fire and 
Disaster Prevention and Management 
Rules and a Disaster Prevention and 
Control System, Makita works to prevent 
disasters through such measures as the 
establishment of its own fire-fighting units, 
the preparation and maintenance of disaster 
prevention and control equipment, and 
the conducting of disaster prevention and 
control drills.
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 JAPAN
Makita Ichinomiya Corporation
2-13, Kogane, Ashiyamada, Toyokawa,
Aichi 441-1203
Phone: +81-(0)533-93-1811

 KOREA
Makita Korea Co., Ltd.
Suite 901, Seocho Plaza, 1573-1,
Seocho-Dong, Seocho-ku, Seoul
Phone: +82-(0)2-3471-3111˜3
Fax: +82-(0)2-3471-3114

SINGAPORE
Makita Singapore Pte. Ltd.
7, Changi South Street 3, 
Singapore 486348
Phone: +65-6546-8700
Fax: +65-6546-8711

 CHINA
Makita (China) Co., Ltd.
Head office & plant
288 Huangpujiang Road,
Kunshan Economic & Technical 
Development Zone, Jiangsu 215335
Phone: +86-(0)512-57707710
Fax: +86-(0)512-57713623
Shanghai sales branch
2F, Building 2, No. 401
Caobao Road, Xu Hui District,
Shanghai 200233
Phone: +86-(0)21-54487198
Fax: +86-(0)21-62476732
Beijing sales branch
1F, No. 8, Jianxinyuan, Yili, 4, 
Dahongmen West Road,
Fengtai District, Beijing 100075
Phone: +86-(0)10-87898314
Fax: +86-(0)10-87898365

Guangzhou sales branch
1F, No. 22-24, Jin Guang Street,
Hua Di Avenue, Fangcun District,
Guangzhou, Guangdong 510380
Phone: +86-(0)20-87518872
Fax: +86-(0)20-87518873
Shenyang sales branch
No. 72 North Station Road, Shenhe 
District, Shenyang, Liaoning, C Building 
Manufacturing Building Post area
Shenyang 110013
Phone: +86-(0)24-22530648
Fax: +86-(0)24-22530170
Chengdu sales branch
G/F, Building 3, Xicajunyuan,
Qunhe Street, Qunkang Road,
Sichuan 610072
Phone: +86-(0)28-87337028
Fax: +86-(0)28-87337018
Makita (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.
Nan Zi Road, Kunshan Export Processing 
Zone, Jiangsu 215301
Phone: +86-(0)512-57367367
Fax: +86-(0)512-57365575

Makita (Shanghai) Trading Co., Ltd.
Block A, 70 Fu Te Dong Yi Road, 
Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone,
Shanghai 200131
Phone: +86-(0)21-58681257
Fax: +86-(0)21-58661277
Makita (Taiwan) Ltd.
Head office
2F, No. 4, Lane 83, Kuang-fu 
Road, Sec. 1, San-chung, 
Taipei Hsien, Taiwan
Phone: +886-(0)2-2999-0600˜4
Fax: +886-(0)2-2999-0605
Sales offices
Kaohsiung, Taichung
Makita Power Tools (HK) Ltd.
3F, Grandtech Centre, 
8 On Ping Street, Shatin,
N.T., Hong Kong
Phone: +852-2648-8683
Fax: +852-2648-5237

 UNITED STATES
Makita U.S.A. Inc.
Corporate office
14930 Northam Street, La Mirada, 
CA 90638-5753
Phone: +1-714-522-8088
Fax: +1-714-522-8133
Western regional (Los Angeles) office
14930 Northam Street, La Mirada, 
CA 90638-5753
Phone: +1-714-522-8088
Fax: +1-714-522-2437
Central regional (Chicago) office
1450 Feehanville Drive,
Mount Prospect, IL 60056-6011
Phone: +1-847-297-3100
Fax: +1-847-297-1544
South East regional (Atlanta) office
4680 River Green Parkway,
Duluth, GA 30096-2566
Phone: +1-770-476-8911
Fax: +1-770-476-0795
Factory service centers
Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, 
Denver, Florida, Houston, Las Vegas, Los 
Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nashville, 
New Jersey, New York, North Los Angeles, 
Omaha, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Portland, Puerto 
Rico, Sacramento, San Antonio, San Diego, 
San Francisco, St. Louis
Makita Corporation of America
2650 Buford Highway, 
Buford, GA 30518
Phone: +1-770-932-2901
Fax: +1-770-932-2905

Makita Latin America Inc.
11800 N.W. 102nd Road, 
Suites 3 & 4 Medley, FL 33178
Phone: +1-305-882-0522
Fax: +1-305-882-0484

 CANADA
Makita Canada Inc.
Head office & plant
1950 Forbes Street,
Whitby, ON L1N 7B7
Phone: +1-905-571-2200
Fax: +1-905-433-4779
Vancouver office
11771 Hammersmith Way,
Richmond, BC V7A 5H6
Phone: +1-604-272-3104
Fax: +1-604-272-5416
Montreal office
6389 Boul. Couture, St. Léonard,
Quebec H1P 3J5
Phone: +1-514-323-1223
Fax: +1-514-323-7708
Factory service centers
Dartmouth, Nepean (Ottawa), 
Les Saules (Quebec), London, Mississauga, 
Whitby, St. Laurent (Montreal), Calgary, 
Edmonton, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Richmond

 MEXICO
Makita México, S.A. de C.V.
Norte 35 #780-B 
Col. Industrial Vallejo 
Del. Azcapotzalco México, 
D.F. México C.P. 02300
Phone: +52-555-567-3387
Fax: +52-555-567-3282

 BRAZIL
Makita do Brasil 
Ferramentas Elécricas Ltda.
Head office
Rua Makita Brasil, N-o 200,
Bairro dos Alvarengas,
São Bernardo do Campo,
São Paulo, 
CEP.: 09852-080
Phone: +55-(0)11-4392-2411
Fax: +55-(0)11-4392-2183
Bahia office
Av. Santros Dumont, 1200 - Loja 02
(Estrada do Coco, Km 0) - Lauro de Freitas 
- BA, CEP.:42700-000
Phone: +55-(0)71-3252-0154
Fax: +55-(0)72-3252-0070
Parana office
Rua Comendor Roseira,
499 - Curitiba - PR, CEP.80215-210
Phone: +55-(0)41-333-8070
Fax: +55-(0)41-332-0734

ARGENTINA
Makita Herramientas
Eléctricas de Argentina S.A.
Calle 11, Lote 9C, Fraccion 6 Parque, 
Industrial de Pilar, Provincia de Buenos Aires, 
C.P1629
Phone: +54-11-(02322) 441-100
Fax: +54-11-(02322) 496-999

 CHILE
Makita Chile Comercial Ltda.
San Ignacio 500, Modulo No. 8,
Quilicura, Santiago
Phone: +56-2-540-0400
Fax: +56-2-733-5030

Corporate Directory
ASIA
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 UNITED KINGDOM
Makita (U.K.) Ltd.
Michigan Drive, 
Tongwell, Milton Keynes, 
Bucks MK15 8JD
Phone: +44-(0)1908-211678
Fax: +44-(0)1908-211400
Makita International Europe Ltd.
Michigan Drive, 
Tongwell, Milton Keynes, 
Bucks MK15 8JD
Phone: +44-(0)1908-211678
Fax: +44-(0)1908-211500
Makita Manufacturing Europe Ltd.
Hortonwood 7,
Telford, Shropshire TF1 7YX
Phone: +44-(0)1952-677688
Fax: +44-(0)1952-677678

 FRANCE
Makita France SAS
Head office
2, Allée des Performances,
Z.I. des Richardets, 
93165 Noisy le Grand Cedex
Phone: +33-(0)1-4932-6200
Fax: +33-(0)1-4305-9913
Nantes office
Le Pan Loup, 
44220 Couéron
Phone: +33-(0)2-5177-8977
Fax: +33-(0)2-4063-8376
Bordeaux office
137, Rue de la 
Croix-de-Monjous,
33170 Gradignan
Phone: +33-(0)5-5796-5270
Fax: +33-(0)5-5796-5275
Nord office
Village d´Entreprises, 
51, Rue Trémière, 
59650 Villeneuve d´Ascq
Phone: +33-(0)3-2059-9020
Fax: +33-(0)3-2059-7020
Nancy office
Z.I. Ouest Village d´entreprises
22, Allée des Peupliers,
54180 Heillecourt
Phone: +33-(0)3-8325-2850
Fax: +33-(0)3-8351-4563

Dijon office
5, Rue Edmond Voisenet, 
21000 Dijon
Phone: +33-(0)3-8054-0880
Fax: +33-(0)3-8054-0881
Toulouse office
15, Rue de Boudeville, 
Z.I. de Thibaud, 
31104 Toulouse
Phone: +33-(0)5-6143-2200
Fax: +33-(0)5-6143-2201

 ITALY
Makita S.p.A.
Via Sempione 269/A,
20028 San Vittore Olona (MI)
Phone: +39-(0)331-524111
Fax: +39-(0)331-420285

 THE NETHERLANDS
Makita Benelux B.V.
Ekkersrijt 4086, 
5692 DA, Son
Phone: +31-(0)499-484848
Fax: +31-(0)499-484849

 BELGIUM
S.A. Makita N.V.
Mechelsesteenweg 323, 
1800 Vilvoorde
Phone: +32-(0)2-257-1840
Fax: +32-(0)2-257-1865

GERMANY
Makita Werkzeug GmbH
Keniastraße 20, 
47269 Duisburg
Phone: +49-(0)203-9757-0
Fax: +49-(0)203-9757-127
Dolmar GmbH
Jenfelder Strasse 38,
22045 Hamburg
Phone: +49-(0)40-66986-0
Fax: +49-(0)40-66986-352

 DENMARK
Makita Elværktøj Danmark
Sandøvej 11, 8700 Horsens
Phone: +45-76-254400
Fax: +45-76-254401

AUSTRIA
Makita Werkzeug 
Gesellschaft m.b.H.
Kolpingstraße 13, 
A-1230 Wien
Phone: +43-(0)1-61627300
Fax: +43-(0)1-616273013

 SWITZERLAND
Makita SA
Route de Denges 6, 
CH-1027 Lonay
Phone: +41-(0)21-811-5656
Fax: +41-(0)21-811-5678

GREECE
Makita Hellas S.A.
Tatoiou 232, Acharnes, 
ATTIKI  PC  136-71 
Phone: +30-210-8071241
Fax: +30-210-8072245

 SPAIN
Makita, S.A.
C/ Juan de la Cierva, 7-15,
28820 Coslada (Madrid)
Phone: +34-91-671-1262
Fax: +34-91-671-8293

RUSSIA
Makita LLC
48-A Otkrytoe Shosse, 
Moscow, 107370
Phone: +7-495-411-5182
Fax: +7-495-411-5183

 UKRAINE
Makita Ukraine LLC
Stolichne Shosse 100, 
Kiev, Ukraine 03045
Phone: +380-(0)44-494-2370
Fax: +380-(0)44-494-2373

 FINLAND
Makita Oy
Muonamiehentie 14, 
00390 Helsinki
Phone: +358-(0)9-8578-830
Fax: +358-(0)9-857-88211

ESTONIA
Makita Oy
Estonian Office
Piirimäe 13, 76401 Saku vald,
Harjumaa maakond
Phone: +372-6-700-087
Fax:          +372-6-778-603

POLAND
Makita Sp. z o.o.
ul. Strazacka 81, 
43-382 Bielsko - Biała
Phone: +48-(0)33-819-6360
Fax: +48-(0)33-818-4059

 CZECH REPUBLIC
Makita, spol. s r.o.
Pražákova 51 
CZ-619 00 Brno
Phone: +42-(0)5-432-16944
Fax: +42-(0)5-432-16946

 SLOVAKIA
Makita s.r.o.
Jegorovova 35
974 01 Banská Bystrica
Phone: +421-(0)48-416-1772
Fax: +421-(0)48-416-1769

HUNGARY
Makita Elektromos
Kisgépértékesítö Kft.
8000, Székesfehérvár
Takarodó út 2
Phone: +36-22-507-472
Fax: +36-22-507-484

ROMANIA
Makita Romania S.R.L.
Sos. Bucuresti-Urziceni, nr. 31
(EXPO MARKET DORALY
Pavilion R) Com. Afumati / ILFOV
Phone: +40-21-351-1382
Fax: +40-21-312-5495

 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Makita Gulf FZE
P.O. Box 17133, 
Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai
Phone: +971-(0)4-8860804
Fax: +971-(0)4-8860805

AUSTRALIA
Makita (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
Head office
4 Alspec Place, Eastern Creek, 
NSW 2766
Phone: +61-(0)2-9839-1200
Fax: +61-(0)2-9839-1201
Adelaide office
45 Birralee Road,
Regency Park, SA 5010
Phone: +61-(0)8-8347-0262
Fax: +61-(0)8-8244-7079

Perth office
535-537 Abernethy Road,
Kewdale, WA 6105
Phone: +61-(0)8-9360-8900
Fax: +61-(0)8-9360-8999
Hobart office
32a Chapel Street, Glenorchy, TAS 7010
Phone: +61-(0)3-6274-1533
Fax: +61-(0)3-6274-1777

NEW ZEALAND
Makita (New Zealand) Ltd.
7 Atlas Place, 
Mairangi Bay, Auckland
Phone: +64-(0)9-479-8250
Fax: +64-(0)9-479-8259

´
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

PRESIDENT AND
REPRESENTATIVE DIRECTOR
Masahiko Goto

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Masami Tsuruta

DIRECTORS
Yasuhiko Kanzaki

Kenichiro Nakai

Tadayoshi Torii

Tomoyasu Kato

Kazuya Nakamura

Masahiro Yamaguchi

Shiro Hori

Tadashi Asanuma

Hisayoshi Niwa

Zenji Mashiko

Motohiko Yokoyama*

*Outside Director

BOARD OF STATUTORY AUDITORS

STANDING STATUTORY AUDITORS
Akio Kondo

Hiromichi Murase

STATUTORY AUDITORS
Keiichi Usui*

Shoichi Hase*

*Outside Auditors

(As of June 29, 2006)

MAKITA CORPORATION

Head Office
3-11-8, Sumiyoshi-cho, Anjo, 
Aichi 446-8502, Japan
Phone: +81-(0)566-98-1711
Fax: +81-(0)566-98-6021

Okazaki Plant
22-1, Watarijima, Nemunoki-cho, Okazaki, 
Aichi 444-0232
Phone: +81-(0)564-43-3111

Domestic Sales Offices
Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka, Sapporo, Sendai, 
Niigata, Utsunomiya, Saitama, Chiba, Yokohama, 
Shizuoka, Gifu, Kanazawa, Kyoto, Hyogo, 
Hiroshima, Takamatsu, Fukuoka, Kumamoto, and 
other major cities

Date of Founding
March 21, 1915

Paid-in Capital
¥23,805 million

Number of Shares Outstanding
144,008,760 shares (As of March 31, 2006)

Independent Registered Public
Accounting Firm
KPMG AZSA & Co.

Common Stock Listings
Tokyo and Nagoya stock exchanges

Transfer Agent of Common Stock
The Chuo Mitsui Trust & Banking Co., Ltd. 
3-33-1, Shiba, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105-8574, Japan

American Depositary Receipts
The Nasdaq Global Select Market
Symbol: MKTAY
CUSIP: 560877300

Depositary, Transfer Agent, and Registrar 
for American Depositary Receipts
The Bank of New York
101 Barclay Street, 
New York, NY 10286, U.S.A.
Phone: +1-212-815-8161
U.S. toll free: (888) BNY-ADRS (269-2377)
http://www.adrbny.com/

Web Site
http://www.makita.co.jp/global/
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